


Half Day Activity in Valletta



Valletta, European Capital of Culture 2018



Valletta “a city built by gentlemen for gentlemen."

Valletta, Malta’s capital and a World Heritage site, is nothing short of an open-air museum. It is a living experience of Baroque architecture, a
monument donated by the Knights of St John nearly five centuries ago. Throughout the years, Valletta has welcomed emperors, heads of
state, artists and poets and is now the permanent seat of the Maltese government. Dotted with quaint cafés and wine bars, the city is today
one of Malta’s main tourist attractions, hosting among others, the majestic St John’s Co- Cathedral, the imposing bastions and a treasure of
priceless paintings. It also provides a stunning snapshot of Malta’s Grand Harbour, often described as the most beautiful in the
Mediterranean. The city’s unique setting nowadays plays host to a series of cultural events, from theatre in English, to concerts by leading
opera singers. A hive of business activity during the day, the city switches to a slower gear for the night. Use it to your advantage to get
away from the noise and take a stroll to admire the magic of the fortified capital amplified by the gentle lighting. Admire the bastion walls, the
dense clusters of worn limestone buildings, the timber balconies, and imposing Churches. During this exclusive tour, a licensed English-
speaking guide will take the guests on a private tour around Valletta’s treasures including the visit of the St John’s Co-Cathedral with the
Caravaggio museum, the Upper Barrakka Gardens and more.



Valletta iPad Challenge
Our iPad Challenge merges technology with our local rich history. 
The versatility of iPads makes this event a very user friendly and easy to accomplish challenge. Use the interactive map with
(geolocation) to get to hotspot locations, answer all the questions and perform all the required tasks – while tracking your opponents 
!! 
The group should be split into teams of approximately 6-8 persons per team. Each team will be handed an iPad with our own app 
for the event. We will be tracking all the movements of any particular team form our base location. Teams will have to take creative 
photos and videos with the same iPad to fulfil the event’s aims of being creative and accurate. The whole event can take around 1.5 
to 3 hours and the final destination can be any location. Although teams will have live ranking on each iPad we will switch it off 15 
minutes form the end to keep the suspense as well as for the fun of announcing the winner. 



Optional Extras

Team Challenges
Add more fun to your event by adding the below team challenges to the game.

•Sphero Skills: A technological marvel that will amaze you! Control the Sphero through the supplied ipad around a pre-set obstacle course.  

The Masterpiece:  It's art attack time with Caravaggio, as teams have to design their team logo on the provided pre-cut shield.

•The Knights Puzzle: Teams have to put together a puzzle of the eight-pointed cross in the shortest time possible.

•The Codex Ring: Can your team solve the Knights Codex Ring to win more gold coins?
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